
Personal Protection Equipment To Go
from Protect-All® Flooring

You trust Protect-All with your commercial flooring projects, and now you can put that same trust in Personal 
Protection Equipment (PPE) products that help keep your operations safe, healthy, and in compliance with 
mandated regulations. Our PPE To Go products are designed to safeguard you, your employees and your 
customers against bacteria and viruses. Let Protect-All be your trusted partner for ALL of your commercial 
flooring needs.

Protect-All®  
Hand Sanitizer
1 gal. Jug    
(Item # 900000) 
 

Empty Spray Bottle:     
4 oz.  Included 
2 oz.  Included

Protect-All®  
Sanitizing Wipes
2 gal. Bucket 
(75 ct., 8” x 18” sheets)
(Item # 900010)
5 gal. Bucket 
(75 ct., 12” x 24” sheets)
(Item # 900020)

Protect-All®  
Safety Tape

1,000 ft. Roll
(Item # 900040)

Protect-All®  
Face Covering
1 Case
(500 ct. per case)
(Item # 900030)



Personal Protection Equipment To Go

Product Information

Protect-All is a registered trademark owned by Oscoda Plastics, Inc. 
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Contact us today to learn more about these products and 
ensure PPE  To Go is included on your next order!

800-544-9538 
protect-allflooring.com

Available in 1 gallon jugs, Protect-All Hand Sanitizer is an antiseptic product 
intended to prevent the spread of infections. While the CDC recommends 
consumers use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% 
alcohol, Protect-All’s Hand Sanitizer formula contains 80% alcohol. Each 1 
gallon jug order comes with one empty 2 oz. spray bottle and one empty 
4 oz. to administer.

Protect-All® Hand Sanitizer

Available in 8” x 18” (one square foot of material) and 12” x 24” (two square 
feet of material), Protect-All Sanitizing Wipes are dramatically larger than 
traditional wipes. Plus, Protect-All Sanitizing Wipes are made of 35% rayon 
and 65% polyester fleece material, meaning that they not only disinfect more 
surface area in one swipe, but they are designed to stand up to tough jobsite 
conditions without tearing or falling apart.

Protect-All® Sanitizing Wipes

As a part of social distancing regulations in many states throughout the 
country, face coverings are now required for offices, jobsites and public 
spaces. Stock up on face coverings made from a soft, reusable polyester 
and cotton blend, ensuring your crews stay compliant and safe. Our face 
covers are lightweight, breathable and machine washable. Additionally, 
Protect-All face coverings can be doubled up to achieve multiple layers of 
protection as recommended by CDC guidelines.

Protect-All® Face Coverings

Easily  create  designated entrance and exit points on your jobsites, direct foot 
traffic on, and block off work areas with this Protect-All branded saftey tape. 

Protect-All® Safety Tape


